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4 Sept 
Thursday 
8.00pm 

Harlow 
‘Winter Preparation’  -  Kings Church, Red Willow, 
Harlow CM19 5PA 

5 Sept 
Friday 
8.00pm 

Romford 
‘Stings & Anaphylactic Shock’  -  Paul Gates. 
Chadwick Hall, Main Road RM2 5EL 

6 Sept 
Saturday 
10.30am 
All day 

Saffron 
Walden 

‘Carpentry Workshop’  - Make, assemble or mend 
Venue tba 

13/14 
Sept 

Saturday 
& Sunday 

County 
Event 

127th County Honey Show at Barleylands Country 
Fair, Billericay   CM11 2UD 

14  Sept 
Sunday 
3.00pm 

Braintree 
Apiary Meeting  -  Feeding and Treatment 
Telephone 01371 822 043 for details / directions 

15 Sept 
Monday 
7.30pm 

Chelmsford ‘Preparations for winter  -  The Link, Chelmsford 

17 Sept 
Wednesday 

7.30pm 
Dengie 100 
& Maldon 

Members Meeting  -  The Norton PH, Cold Norton 
CM3 6JE 

20 Sept 
Saturday 
2.30pm 

Saffron 
Walden 

‘Taster Session’  -  for next year’s prospective     
beginners at Deryck Johnson’s apiary CB10 2UY 

25 Sept 
Thursday 
7.30pm 

Colchester 
‘Eco-friendly energy saving house and self        
sufficiency’ - Chris Southall at Langham Community 
Centre 

2 Oct 
Thursday 
8.00pm 

Harlow 2015 Divisional Programme 

3 Oct 
Friday 
8.00pm 

Romford ‘History of Havering’  -  Cllr Andrew Curtin 

8 Oct 
Wednesday 

7.30pm 
Saffron 
Walden 

‘Propolis  -  the Magic Medicine’  -  Talk by Richard 
Ridler.  Thaxted Guildhall CM6 2LA 

11 Oct Saturday Harlow 
‘Mead making’  -  Mike Barke 
Finalising Divisional Programme 

11 Oct Saturday 
County 
Event 

EBKA Annual Conference — Runnymede Hall, Kiln 
Road, Thundersley, Benfleet SS7 1TF 

15 Oct 
Wednesday 

7.30pm 
Dengie 100 
& Maldon 

Members meeting  -  The Norton PH, Cold Norton  
CM3 6JE 

16 Oct 
Thursday 

 
Epping 
Forest 

‘Beekeeping around the World’  -  Peter Dalby 
Chingford Horticultural Hall 

18 Oct 
Saturday 
2.30pm 

Romford 
Honey Show  -  Judging at 2.30pm Ascension Church 
Annual Supper  -  5.30pm 

Divisional Meetings 

September & October  2014 
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Who’s who and how to contact them 

 

President of EBKA     Eric Fenner      Hon Member BBKA   Hon CLM  EBKA 
 

Trustees: 
 

Chairman:      Richard Ridler,  Old Barn House, 36, Walden Road, Sewards End, Saffron  

         Walden,  Essex. CB10 2LF.   email   chair@ebka.org      tel. 01799 218 023 

Secretary:      Michael Webb    19 Ingrebourne Gardens, Upminster, Essex  RM14 1BQ 

   email   gsecebka@virginmedia.com  tel. 01708 250 606 / 07712 490 511 

Treasurer:      Bob Manning     12, Moorland Close,  Collier Row, RM5 2AB 

    email   treasurer@ebka.org                    tel:  01708 760 770 

Divisional Trustees: 

Braintree James Jolley mrjolley@live.co.uk 

Chelmsford Richard Alabone r.alabone@sky.com 

Colchester Lee Bartrip leebartrip@gmail.com 

Dengie Hundred & Maldon Glenn Mayes trustee@dmbka.org.uk 

Epping Forest Ian Nichols ian@iannichols.demon.co.uk  

Harlow Mike Barke mjbarke@googlemail.com 

Romford Pádraig Floyd  psafloyd@yahoo.com  

Saffron Walden Janice Grieve janicegrieve@gmail.com 

Southend Marguerita Wilson  philandritawilson@sky.com 

Divisional Contacts:  To contact a local Division: 

Braintree:  Colleen Chamberlain   01279 876 333   Chelmsford: Brian Spencer   01245 490 843 

Colchester:  Morag Chase   01206 522 576    D.H. & Maldon: Carlie Mayes  01245 381 577 

Harlow:    Nick Holmes  07730 735 752 Epping Forest: Robin Harman   07971 237 312 

Romford:   Pat Allen   01708 220  897                  Saffron Walden: Jane Ridler  01799 218 023 

Southend:  Chad Colby-Blake     01702 302 209 
 

EBKA Education Contact:   Jane Ridler  Old Barn House, 36 Walden Road 
      Sewards End, Saffron walden, Essex CB10 2LF
      01799 218 023  jane.ridler@uwclub.net 

The Essex Beekeeper  Magazine: 

Editor:   Jean Smye,  email:     jsmye@sky.com  
 

Advertising: Jean Smye  email:     jsmye@sky.com  

           tel. 07731 856 361  
 

Web site:  Nick Holmes    email:      webmaster@essexbeekeepers.com 
 

Distribution and Mailing Secretary:    Mary Heyes tel. 01702 588 009 

        email:      ml.heyes@virgin.net 
 

Regional Bee Inspectors for EBKA Region: 
 

Epping Forest and Romford Divisions (excluding Brentwood): 

Julian Parker       julian.parker@fera.gsi.gov.uk            tel.  07775 119 469 
 

All other Divisions: 

 Keith Morgan    keith.morgan@fera.gsi.gov.uk         tel. 01485 520 838 or 07919 004 215  
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The Bee Shed 
Approved National Bee Supplies Stockist and Distributor 

A Range of Frames and Foundation 

Hives and Hive Parts, Tools and Equipment 

Open by Appointment:     Please call Wendy on 07764 609 803 or  

Email:     beeshed@btinternet.com 

Meepshole,  Great Prestons Lane, Stock, Essex    CM4 9RL 

COLONIES for SALE  

5 healthy colonies in Commercial brood boxes with 2014 queens 

£120.00 each or reasonable offer 

Telephone  07981 882 448 

Email:   mailto:%20k_naunton@hotmail.com 
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Southend Division is your host for this year and our theme is 

‘Beekeeping for All’.  Hopefully, we will be able to welcome you to 

Runnymede Hall on Saturday 11th October at 9:15.  

 

We have three very experienced and topical speakers. Dr Nicola 

Bradbear will be our first Speaker, looking at the work of Bees for   

Development, which the division supports and looking at the various 

beekeeping practices in those places where BfD are active.  Next we 

have Heidi Hermann of the Natural Beekeeping Trust, who will be 

talking to us about Varroa management in natural beekeeping      

practices.  Lastly, we have Terry Clare who will speak on Queen 

Rearing.  This aspect of beekeeping has become a hot topic in recent 

years and seen as a must have knowledge for progressing your own 

beekeeping expertise.  

 

The EBKA website has a dedicated conference page: 

 

www.ebka.org/whats-on/ebka-conference-2014/ 

 

Please take the time to have a look.  You can download an             

application form which should be returned to our treasurer; Vernon 

Amor at the address on the bottom of the form. 

We include a hardcopy application form with this edition.  The tickets 

cost £29.  If you have any queries please contact 
 

Vernon on      blueboys21@aol.com    or 
 

Chad on    ccb1078@googlemail.com. 

EBKA Annual Conference 2014 

The views expressed in any article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent 

the views of the EBKA. 

20 Oct 
Monday 
7.30pm 

Chelmsford 
‘Beekeeping in London’  -  David Lockie. 
The Link, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford CM1 2XB 

31 Oct 
Friday 
8.00pm 

Braintree 
‘Wildlife’  -  Barry Kaufmann-Wright 
Constitutional Club, Braintree CM7 1TY 

mailto:beeshed@btinternet.com
http://www.ebka.org/whats-on/ebka-conference-2014/
mailto:blueboys21@aol.com
mailto:ccb1078@googlemail.com
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Last year for the first time we dedicated an area at the county show to 

displaying and selling all those things we produce that are more than 

honey, such as: 

Candles  Wax Blocks Soap   Lip Salve 

 

Last year was successful with lots of interest from the public. This 

year we want to do even better!  So please make and bring along 

things you produce using your hive products. 

Contributors can determine prices within reason and as usual EBKA 

will only retain 15% of proceeds. 

More than Honey For County Show on 13/14 September 

Honey bees are classed as a food producing animal and therefore 

beekeepers must comply with these regulations.  Generic substances 

such as Oxalic acid or self made thymol solutions should not be used 

and beekeepers are liable for prosecution if traces are found during 

routine honey sampling.  It is important to note that some products 

available on beekeeping manufacturers websites are not registered 

medicinal products and although available, should not be used. 

 

Currently, there are no UK registered oxalic acid treatments for honey 

bees.  However, beekeepers are able to apply for EU approved   

medicines which are available in EU Member States through a     

Special Import Certificate (SIC). 

 

Api-Bioxal is a registered oxalic acid treatment in Italy and Ecoxal is a 

registered oxalic acid treatment in Spain. These are both available 

under the scheme and you can either ask your local vet whether they 

take part in the scheme or you can buy Api - Bioxal directly from Bee 

Vet Devon. 

Veterinary Medicine Regulations 2013 
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http://www.bee-vet.co.uk/
http://www.bee-vet.co.uk/
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Items reviewed at the above meeting included: 
 

David Aston/BBKA statement regarding the request for          
derogation on the use of a neonicotinoid on oil seed rape 
 

The BBKA position is to ‘wait and see’.  CEC felt that our members 
may not be satisfied with that position and that BBKA should be    
doing what the members want.  It was agreed to draft a short survey 
to be put to members to find out if they want BBKA to take a stronger 
stance against any derogation. 
 

Gift Aid 
 

The General Treasurer has submitted a claim under gift aid           
legislation for 2013.  Gift aiding subscriptions and donations costs the 
members nothing and the money claimed provides a substantial  
benefit to EBKA funds and thus to members. 
 

Divisional Treasurers should note that the Gift Aid list of members 
and contributions for January – November 2014 should be with the 
General Treasurer by 30th November 2014. 
 

Conference Grant 
 

The CEC is reviewing the terms and amount of the Conference Grant 
to the host division.  There was general agreement that the terms 
need to be updated in the light of changed circumstances, for        
instance, the large increase in the number of members.  A          
proposition will be drafted for the September CEC meeting. 
 

Magazine delivered electronically 
 

The trial is underway and will last for the rest of this year.  Divisions 
are offering various options to their members, though it would seem 
rational to adopt a uniform approach across divisions ultimately.  The 
effects on printing and distribution costs have not yet been             
ascertained but feedback from members is welcomed. 
 

Feedback on any matter discussed by CEC is welcomed and should 
be directed to your Divisional Trustee  

(contact details on inside back page). 

Notes from the Central Executive Committee (CEC) 
Meeting on 31 July 2014 
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Medicine record card 
 

The beekeeper must keep the documentation containing details of a 

veterinary medicinal product and the records relating to the product 

for at least five years following the administration or other disposal 

of the product, irrespective of whether or not the colony concerned 

is no longer in that keeper’s possession or has died during that   

period. 
 

When a veterinary medicinal product is bought beekeepers must, at 

the time, record: 
 

(a) the name of the product and the batch number; 

(b) the date of acquisition; 

(c) the quantity acquired; and 

(d) the name and address of the supplier. 
 

When administering the medicine, beekeepers must record on a 

medicine record card: 
 

(a) the name of the product; 

(b) the date of administration; 

(c) the quantity administered; 

(d) the withdrawal period; and 

(e) the identification of the animals treated. 
 

A beekeeper who disposes of any or all of the veterinary medicinal 

product other than by treating a colony must record: 
 

(a) the date of disposal; 

(b) the quantity of product involved; and 

(c) how and where it was disposed of. 
 

For further information see Beebase – Veterinary Medicines      

Regulations 2013 
 

Current Licensed Products: 
 

  Apiguard   Api Life Var 

  Thymovar   Bavarol 

  Apistan   Maq Strips 

  Api-Bioxal 

 

 Information from Beebase and Regional Bee Inspector 
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The Asian Hornet, Vespa velutina nigrithorax, which first reached 

France from China in 2004, and was first seen in in Galicia, NW Spain 

in 2012, now appears to be active in winter, according to a report in 

Vida Apicola.  Winter activity has not been reported elsewhere in    

Europe and is puzzling local beekeepers. 

 

It is hornets near the Galician coast that seem to be active —        

probably because of the milder climate.  As yet bee colonies in Galicia 

are not under constant attack – but the hornet is taking a toll in    

northern Portugal.  The local beekeeping associations are asking  

beekeepers not to destroy hornet nests unless they are certain they 

are Asian hornets.  By destroying native hornet nests by mistake they 

may make the spread of the Asian hornet easier.  Forecasts suggest 

that the Asian Hornet, which was first observed in Spain on the 

French border in 2010, will have colonised the whole of Iberia by 2024 

(Vita website, 31 Jan 2014). 

Asian hornet marches on  . . . . . . 
 

Somerton & District Beekeepers Association via ebees 

THE OBSERVATION HIVE 

Karl Showler     £12.95 

 

APIS THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 

Graham Royle NDB   £17.50 

  

BEEKEEPING STUDY NOTES Modules 1, 2 & 3 

JD & BD Yates. Revised Edition  £31.50 

 

BEEKEEPING STUDY NOTES Modules 5 - 8 

JD & BD Yates. Revised Edition  £36.75 

 

BOTH VOLUMES TOGETHER 

Modules 1-3 & 5-8 (Revisedx Editions) £63.00 

 

BEEKEEPING STUDY NOTES   Husbandry 

JD & BD Yates    £22.00 

 

BEEKEEPING STUDY NOTES   Basic Exam 

JD & BD Yates    £14.90 

 

THE GENERAL APIARIAN 

Isaac     £90.00 

Postage included 

NORTHERN BEE BOOKS 

www.northernbeebooks.co.uk  

T: 01422 882751 

Scout Bottom Farm 

Mytholmroyd 

Hebden Bridge 

HX7 5JS 
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 ingredients list on a packet.  Rather than use ‘fresh’ jelly, lyophilised 

royal jelly (crystals) is used instead.  Barbara told us that Royal Jelly 

has been used to treat depression, menopausal symptoms, anorexia 

and gastric ulcers. 

Lastly, we come to Bee venom.  Use of bee venom is recorded as far 

back as Hippocrates in 400BC.  It was quietly doing its thing behind 

the scene until the 1800’s when its use in America and Austria raised 

its profile lasting into the 20th Century.  It acts as a stimulant,          

improving blood circulation.  Barbara warns that it should not be used 

for areas that are already unstable or inflamed/aggravated as it will 

worsen symptoms.  She has used bee stings successfully to reduce 

scar tissue damage on her daughter’s arm.  You are, of course, using 

live bees to sting yourself with and Barbara was very thorough in   

taking us through the use of epi-pens and taking precautions.  She 

ensures that those she treats have a helper and they are completely 

clear about reactions and handling. 

Altogether it was a very compelling presentation.  Aside from opening 

an area which most us probably scoot around, it was enlightening to 

hear that Eastern Europe seem to have a much greater developed 

market in bee related/apitherapy products than in the West and she 

has seen ‘bee-chemists’ in the high-streets of Eastern European 

towns.  It has certainly inspired me to look a little more closely at the 

medicinal applications of bee products and do some research. 

  Chad Colby-Blake 

 Beesy          THE FRAMES OF THE FUTURE 
Beesy frames are now made with MDF and plastic so they are only £1.00 each.  

DIY works out at about 55 pence each frame. 

              Snap together ! 

              No more nailing ! 

              Reduced propolisation ! 

              All Frame sizes available !  

              From The Bee Shed  in Stock  
Large brood frames now come with free support to keep comb flat. 

10 x National Dp or Sh £10.00      Wired foundation available    
 

r.alabone@sky.com     01245 259288      See our website:  beesyframes.wordpress.com 

http://www.northernbeebooks.co.uk/
mailto:r.alabone@sky.com
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Honey soothes; it doesn’t aggravate the digestive system and can 

be applied internally and externally.  We all quote that it is good for 

sore throats and coughs but Barbara’s experience shows that it is a 

very good flesh wound applicant for cuts and ulcerations. The honey    

sterilises the environment because of its antibacterial nature.  Rather 

than scar over the wound, the honey allows the wound to heal from 

the bottom up while keeping the flesh soft and pliable.  Its application 

does result in ‘watery’ bandages which some may think means it is 

not working if unaccustomed to it.  It is also good for direct application 

on mouth ulcers, especially over-night. 
 

Pollen increases energy and boosts immunity; it affects the   

metabolic rate. It is good for allergies and anaemia.  The issue with 

Pollen is three-fold; it is dry, if stored, which makes it hard to           

administer and its shelf life is very limited – it degrades quickly.    

Lastly, it is labour intensive to prepare properly as it must be collected 

from many hives for quantity and then dried thoroughly.  Pollen is   

always best administered in honey as the honey also aids the         

absorption of pollen grains by softening the pollen grain walls.       

Barbara finds that Eastern Europe, China and South America are the 

main areas for pollen production nowadays and also have the larger 

markets for use. 
 

Propolis has been found to assist in fungal and viral infections 

and will help with inflammation.  It makes a good oral preparation,         

reducing inflammation of throat and mouth conditions and aids skin 

conditions.  It can be used against insect bites and stings, burns, cuts 

and grazes and possibly assist in gum disease.  Barbara gave a big 

warning here: some people develop a strong allergic reaction to direct 

contact with propolis.  

Beeswax has a multitude of applications and is used in many  

different products in everyday use; anything from furniture polish to 

sweet coatings, to cosmetics.  Beeswax can assist with arthritis, colds 

and cold sores and used in creams and salves ……. the list goes on.  

Royal Jelly was good to hear about.  It is a stimulant and tonic,       

increasing oxygen usage in the body.  It has reported anti-aging  

properties and is used in creams, lotions and ointments for skin   

treatment.  Barbara did warn that the amount of Royal Jelly in these-

products is often very, very small.  She advises to have a look at the    

products 7 

There are still no official sightings 

of this much publicised insect in 

Britain, but we should all be       

vigilant. 

There is a high possibility of              

introduction through, for example, 

soil associated with imported 

plants, cut flowers, fruit, garden 

items (furniture, plant pots), freight            

containers, or in/on un-treated   

timber.  The possibility that it could 

fly across the Channel has not 

been ruled out.  

A highly aggressive predator of native insects. Poses a significant 

threat to honey bees and other pollinators. causing significant harm.  

All beekeepers should be on the look out for this hornet. 
 

Species description: 
 
AKA: Yellow-legged Hornet  

Native to: Asia  

Habitat: Nests usually high in 

trees and man made structures, 

sometimes closer to the ground; 

hunts honey bees, other insects and 

also feeds on fruit and flowers.  Not 

easily confused with any other   

species.  Dark brown or black      

velvety body.  Characteristically dark abdomen and yellow tipped 

legs.  Smaller than the native European Hornet  

Do not disturb an active nest. 

Members who suspect they have found an Asian Hornet should 

send a photo to alert_nonnative@ceh.ac.uk.  

     Information from Gay Marris, Mike Brown (National Bee Unit, 

Fera), Olaf Booy (NNSS) with assistance from Stuart Roberts 

(BWARS) 
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The Bee Garden Party was held in the evening of July 1st at Lambeth 

Palace, London within its grounds.  Sponsored by Martha Kearney 

who is a patron of both Bees Abroad and Bees for Development; it 

was a sublime event to raise money and awareness for the good 

works these charities do in Africa and other third world countries. 
 

Marguerita Wilson and I 

went along out of pure     

interest, although I am a 

subscriber to Bees for      

Development. It was a   

wonderful evening. The 

weather held for us, the 

champagne and mead were 

flowing and the music made for a delightful backdrop.  We had       

opportunity whilst there to speak and meet Heidi Herrman and Nicola 

Bradbear, who are speaking at this year’s EBKA conference.  Claire 

Waring, David Aston and other beekeeping notables could be spotted 

at every turn.  Surprisingly, not as many beekeepers were there as we 

thought might be.  I do get the impression that most were patrons of 

the charities and other fundraising associates rather than bona fide 

beekeepers. We chanced upon Richard Ridler while tracking down 

celebrities such as Jeremy Paxman and Vince Cable, Bill Turnbull 

and, of course, Martha!  We had a great time and I do hope they hold 

it again. 
 

There was a silent raffle – with quite desirable items – but sadly the 

starting price was generally above our gift to participate.  Needless to 

say, Jeremy and Bill and others more fortunate then us were up there 

in the voting stakes (I won’t mention how much Jeremy paid for that 

selection basket of Tiptree Honey!).  To top it all off, we were given a 

goodie bag to go home with which has, err; had, some nice ‘bits’ in it 

like soap, candles, a book and yes; honey! 

All told they raised over £15,000 which is split between the two    

charities.                                           Chad Colby-Blake  - Southend 

“I went to a garden party  …….” 
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The Southend Division welcomed Barbara Dalby, a UK Apitherapist 

and Member of the American Apitherapy Association to give us the 

ins-and-outs of all things apitherapy, and what a comprehensive talk 

she gave.  Barbara has been beekeeping for 35 years and heralds 

from the Waltham Abbey area.  Barbara started off her presentation 

by gauging what we knew – which seemed very little by all accounts; 

she could start simple and work her way up.  

 

Firstly, apitherapy is not new.  The concepts and application of bee 

products to assist in general health and fighting against ailments goes 

back well into recorded history with many references in the Egyptian, 

Greek and Roman worlds (and likely before these times).  The       

primary issue with apitherapy is the lack of scientific proof to back it 

up and so it is hard to find robust sources of cases and consistent 

trialled evidence; the regulation of clinical trials and associated costs 

limit opportunity.  Plus, when you consider the consequence should a 

trial prove successful; every beekeeper would be hot on it reducing 

the financial reward of the funding company to a negative investment.  

So we end up with a vaguely plausible ‘alternative medicine’ which 

gets a hard sell in the chemical word of synthetic medicines. 

 

So; what do we mean by ‘Apitherapy’? – The application of honey, 

wax, propolis, pollen, royal jelly and bee venom.  In some countries 

the consumption of drone larvae is also used as a product in the    

apitherapy cupboard.  Why use apitherapy? – Barbara mentioned  

already that there is little incentive for clinical trials to take place but 

curiosity, desperation; a sense that ‘old wives’ tales’ may hold     

something, has spurred a good number of doctors to run experimental    

applications themselves and recorded the results.  These are a       

valuable source and do show that apitherapy does have a beneficial 

place in the medicinal armoury. 

                                    Apitherapy 
 
 

 
Talk given to Southend Division 


